
CHAPTER THREE

ARUN KOLATKAR'S POEMS IN MARATHI 

AND ENGLISH VERSIONS



Besides Arun Kolatkar's English and Marathi poems there 

exists a third category of poems that are available in both the 

versions. Some of these poems are translated by the poet himself. 

A close analysis of such poems gives us one more focal point for 

studying Arun Kolatkar's bilingual poetic vision. It raises some 

acute problems about the thematic and stylistic transfer that has 

taken place in this complex process.

That the linguistic medium renders the poem artificial becomes 

clear from the following comparison of Marathi poems with the English 

versions of these poems by the poet himself. For example, see 

tiie following poems:

3m Tjsfr wr -aw f

trfr iNrPf Tit *Pr

sfrr 'M'4i m fa su m
3RT 3RRT t cfr

wr imir frm

3 imfr# #fit

ir w -sufT sm faw cnrr ?it
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T4T ^PTITT T3TfT f

fe+ciqid} tjet q'rcnTY#’ 'fotrr f \
*T ^TT tf^fpT 

^ir irt^mT t

^R- rfmt% wrni #jt^t i& facrr 

^?ft¥ #mr^ ^st inf *pfp£t wi  ̂

t ^THT 3lt ffr5T% 

fr^rrt Twrfr m f %

The English version of this poem reads as follows

Three Cups of Tea

2

I want my pay i said

to the manager 

you'll get paid said 

the manager 

but not before the first

don't you know the rules? 

cooly, i picked up his 

wrist watch 

that lay on his table

wanna bring in the cops 

i said

cordin to my rules 

listen baby

i get paid when i say so
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2

allow me beautiful 

i said to my sister in law

to step in my brother's booties 

you had it coming said rehman 

a gun in his hand

shook me punk 

kill your brother i said

for a bloody cunt

3

i went to burma 

i was arrested and sent back 

to manipur 

no passport
the police commissioner asked 

why did you go the burma?

prickface i said 

what is there in India?

In these two poems we come across a man who doesn't

bother about relations, ethics and his own motherland. Though the 

original content in the Marathi poem is conveyed in English version,

there are some distortions and artificialities in it. The Marathi

poem is written in Bombay Hindi which is quite realistic, the English 

one is written in American English familiarised by pulp fiction. Secondly, 

Marathi poem doesn't have a title and English title 'Three Cups 

of Tea' symbolizes three distinct experiences of the protagonist. 

It is interesting to note how the poem in English medium fails to

bring in the spirit of Marathi one only to prove that the poet's
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vision is conditioned by the use of different language. For example, 

in the first stanza, the translation of JJ& i £ T into,

'i want my pay' is not proper since the arrogance and urgency 

in Marathi is totally lost in English. The phrase 'listen baby' is

an addition in English version which appears to be superfluous, 

in the second stanza the line ' ?TTcsft> in Marathi doesn't

appear in English at all. The immediate angry response of the protago

nist's sister-in-law in Marathi is not found in English. Again the 

Marathi words like, •tftfft'*,are found typically in 

the slum culture of Bombay and naturally, therefore, they are untranslat

able in English. In tine last stanza of Marathi poem there is a reference 

to the protagonist's visit to a cinema theatre where he intends

to see a film called 'Aag'. His visit to the theatre is altogether

dropped in the English version. It does lessen the original effect

of the poem. Again the typical slum pjhrases, which are abusive

innative, like ■jW , *re*r", , etc. are not translated

into English. It all drives home the fact that the English version 

of Marathi poem fails to bring in the original spirit and therefore, 

the English version becomes an artificial recreation. This fact can

also be seen in the following poem ps well:

# wa? uibY stt%"

T1HT iSIc^inflTC OT

w ura'iiNr spj *nrr wtr 

Wnrnp' TjraTFFfa 

mlf tfar ihjTtTT cfl-drRt
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^RT -mir 3TTrTIt fT STltrT

HHT tpfRT dkobWIUl WcW

hwt r?r wh m

UTOTT rl 3fTT il«^i -i(iS>

# HHT U*P* m

tr wt TswirfmT sirst m 

sntr qmrer 3r *pj ^rer wtt- 3

The English version of this poem reads as follows:

GASTROJEJUNOSTOMY + V AG ATOMY + 

APPENDICECTOMY + HYDROCELE

How clean am i become

now you can lay me down on that pushcart 

and cover me up with the clean whits sheet 

from neck to knee have; 

been showen clean

a stomach pump has washed my stomach out 

fifteen times

enema have purified my intestines

i feel sinless

like a grain of, w hite rice

cooked in the holy water of the gang a

please

will you be good enough tc pass me 

that handkerchief

thank you there was a bit of dirt

in my nose
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yes

now you can lay me out on the push cart 

and cover me up with that clean white
4sheet

How language and culture are closely connected with each other 

is clear from the title of the poem itself. The title, which consists 

of the names of some diseases, cannot be translated into Marathi 

because the science from which they are chosen is completely western.

Hence the English title for a Marathi poem.

A close comparison of the two poems brings to our mind

that the syntactical units in both the texts bear identical construction 

principles. The Marathi cultural content expressed in the phrase 

' tjrir*TT rrt^Enrrmr’ that is sinless, is not conveyed through the

English phrase, 'like a grain of white rice'. Here the poet has

to use an additional phrase 'sinless'. Similarly the Marathi noun 

1 Sfs ' and the verb ' ’ are closely associated. This association

is not maintained in the English version. It all points out the limita

tions of a foreign medium to express the native content. Therefore,

what S.H. Deshpande says of Kolatkar's use of English language 

appears to be superfluous in the final analysis. He says that Kolatkar

has achieved such a mastery over English that even if it is foreign
5language it seems to belong to Kolatkar.

Here Deshpande forgets that whatever the degree of linguistic 

achievement is there on the part of the poet, he cannot either separate 

himself from his native culture nor transplant his linguistic ability
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on his own cultural ethos and if he tries to do so he is

to nothing but a split personality.
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